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Zero Harvest (Safra Zero)

Safra zero, or zero harvest, is a harvesting system that is 

becoming prominent in Brazil. In the zero harvest system a 

producer prunes the branches of a coffee tree completely 

back to the trunk. After a year of regeneration with no 

yield, the tree will then produce the double of coffee in the 

following year. The process can then be repeated.



What Safra System Zero do?

Usually the coffee 

plant does two stages

simultaneously 



Development of new branches and leaves (vegetation) 

Development of flowers and fruits (frutification) 



What Safra System Zero do?

The system separates the 

two stages



HOW?

Drastic Pruning

After the Harvest

Vegetation Year

ZERO FRUITS AROUND THE YEAR

Frutification Year

ZERO VEGETATION AROUND THE YEAR
Drastic Pruning

After the Harvest



Why this is so important?

Nutrition, quality and cost managment



Two Farms with 100HA 

Conventional

Safra Zero System



Nutrition 

Conventional

Safra Zero System



Nutrition 
Conventional

Development of new branches, leaves (vegetation), flowers and 

fruits

(frutification) at the same time 

The grower need to apply Nitrogen and Potassium in the total area



Nutrition
Safra zero 

The system separates the two stages

Produtcion year , focus on POTASSIUM

to the great development of the fruits

Vegetation year , focus on NITROGEN 

to the great development of the 

branchs and Leaves



Quality

Conventional

Safra Zero System



Safra zero 

With the pruning, the system standardizes the process of growth

of the plant generating a more uniform development of the fruits in the harvest. 

Quality



Conventional

Quality

With uncontrolled growth along with fruiting, 

there is a greater unevenness in fruit maturation. 



COST OF PRODUCTION 

Conventional

Safra Zero System



Conventional

Development of new branches, leaves (vegetation), flowers and fruits

(frutification) at the same time 

COST OF PRODUCTION 

All maintance services have to be done in total area as well as the harvest

The production in 100 HA will be around 3000 Bags 



Safra zero 

The system separates the two stages

harvest

just in 50 HÁ 

Grower need to do the manutence

servisse just in 50 HÁ 

COST OF PRODUCTION 

The production in 100 HA will be the same  around 

3000 Bags( because the production double in the 

area after one year with no harvest).
But with half part of the cost
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